
Parent Update - 8 January 2021

Dear Parent/Carer

I am sure I am not alone in facing a drastically different week than the one I was expecting or planned for! As I

sit in my office writing this letter it would be easy for me to think of current school problems and struggles,

become annoyed, stressed and angry at the changes and demands placed on schools, teachers and leaders.

However, I am acutely aware of the far bigger sacrifices made by students and our families. It is working to

support our students and you that motivates the Park team to continue to do our best, staying as positive as

possible, remaining  calm, ever adaptable and responsive.

Being resilient, positive and adaptable are skills and traits that we all need as we enter the first week of

lockdown three. As a school we appreciate that families are working under varying and sometimes

challenging circumstances; this has guided us in our approach to online learning which we outline further

below. As parents, if you can, please engage in quality dialogue about your child’s work; rather than asking

them “what have you done?”, try “what have you learned?”; “how did you learn this?”; “how will you apply

this?”; “how will you remember this?”; or ask them for some key facts and figures from their learning. This

will help you to stay involved and present students with another opportunity to recall what they have learnt

and enhance their home learning.

Online Learning

The majority of classes will have been set up now and students given their Google Classroom codes through

Class Charts. Students should continue to follow their normal school timetable with 3 lessons per day. In order

to read, respond and complete the work to the best of their ability students should spend between 60 to 90

minutes per lesson with a minimum of one hour of Knowledge Organiser work per day in-line with the

schedule in their Knowledge Books. All children will take differing amounts of time to complete their work; in

a normal classroom, a teacher would be there to prompt a greater depth or amount of work but this isn’t

possible to the same extent with remote learning so we would appreciate your support. Deadlines are often

put on work; this is to help students plan their time but we understand that IT access isn’t always available at

the time of the lesson in many households.

Please remember we have ‘how-to’ guides for Google Classrooms on our webpage and a reminder video on

how to get the best result from using our Knowledge Organisers. We will continue to update this and respond

to feedback and issues raised by students and parents.

As you are aware during this period of lockdown the majority of our curriculum will be delivered online.

Students have access to Class Charts and Google Classroom for all subjects. Staff are working hard to create

content that mirrors what students would have been learning in school using a blended approach of

http://www.theparkschool.org.uk/remote-learning


instructional videos, links to slideshows, external videos, shared documents and other resources. Students

can post assignments and questions and receive feedback on these via Google Classroom.

Students should continue to follow their normal school timetable with 3 lessons per day. In order to read,

respond and complete the work to the best of their ability students should spend between 60 to 90 minutes

per lesson with a minimum of one hour of Knowledge Organiser work per day in-line with the schedule.

Please remember we have ‘how-to’ guides for Google Classrooms on our webpage and a reminder video on

how to get the best use from using our Knowledge Organisers.

Students at Park School that fully engaged with their on-line learning during the first lockdown period and

worked hard made excellent progress. It was clear that those students who really engaged with online learning

during lockdown settled back into full time school with no or few gaps in knowledge or learning.

Several parents may, quite rightly, wonder why all lessons are not ‘live streamed’ with a teacher. We have

given this considerable thought and trialled this with several classes during the previous lockdown. Our

research and findings told us that this method of learning, whilst having some benefits had more limitations

over time, these included:

● The need for every student to have dedicated access to a quality device with fast broadband access at

the exact lesson time every day; many of our families work on shared devices and with less than ideal

internet access.

● A robust broadband connection with no data limits. In many households several family members share

broadband connectivity and many students use mobile data with strict limits. We are also mindful of

our families who live in remote areas and cannot access a reliable connection.

● In a Zoom, Google or Teams video call involving 25 or more participants any interaction is extremely

reduced and the ability to speak or ask questions is limited. Due to minor time delays participants can

confuse each other and as a result lessons often become a ‘lecture’ with only the teacher talking.

● Students have to be available at the right time for the lesson, following their daily timetable. This

reduces flexibility for other activities and home commitments.

● From our research it would appear that, at best, attendance in live lessons across the county has

averaged 50%, meaning that many students are excluded or not engaging with this style of learning.

● In the previous lockdown around 2% of state schools used ‘live teaching’. The figure only rose to 28%

for private schools for whom they have the benefits of significantly smaller class sizes and many of the

technology barriers are removed.

● Our blended approach allows students to pause, rewind or rewatch elements of the pre-recorded

lessons if they do not understand a point.

● Making our lessons a ‘one off live’ event which, if missed, meant students were even further behind.

This caused frustrations which can be easily avoided through the use of recorded asynchronous

content.

● Teaching staff are also currently delivering lessons to students in school and cannot be in two places at

once.

Some of our staff may be offering limited ‘live’ lessons or contact with selected students for practical based

subjects.

Tutor Sessions

In addition to our online learning we will also introduce ‘live’ tutor sessions from next week. These will run at

the usual registration time. Monday will be a live tutor session for students in Years 7, 10 and 11 and Thursday
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will be for students in Years 8 and 9. Students will receive information from their tutor as to how to access the

Google Meet sessions.

National Online Safety have produced a 10 Top Tips - Remote Education for Parents and Carers you may find

helpful.

Mobile Data for Disadvantaged Families

The Department for Education is working in partnership with mobile network operators to help schools

support disadvantaged pupils in Years 3 to 11 who rely on a mobile internet connection when their

face-to-face education is disrupted by coronavirus (COVID-19).  Disadvantaged families may be able to benefit

from free increases to their mobile data if they’re a customer of either:
● EE

● Three

● Sky Mobile
● SMARTY

● Tesco Mobile

● Virgin Mobile

You meet the eligibility for temporary increased data allowance if you :

● do not have fixed broadband at home

● cannot afford additional data for devices

Applications can be made through this Google link : Mobile Data and Routers Application January 2021.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OIdbvtqyTTo571eWa2tz5XqZ0gcjW5LJ/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfOZY3lJsbD01JFzMmQHAOzA1IULTtOEWxofQ7mQgZ3VpjPhg/viewform?usp=sf_link


Lateral Flow Testing in School

We have now set up our test centre within the school; this is based in the Gym in the North Block. This week

we have set up the centre, recruited and trained staff, registered with the NHS systems and tested staff to

ensure our systems and processes are working. We plan to start testing students who are working in school

next week.

The test is a fairly simple process and involves students swabbing themselves under direct supervision and

guidance. The swab is placed in the mouth and then a nostril, the process is similar to anyone who has taken a

CPR style COVID test at a test centre or elsewhere. School staff then process the test and the record the

result, which generally takes around 30-40 minutes. In total the process for students will take around 30

minutes with most of this time taken by queuing and registering.

We will only contact parents if we have a positive result or in the case of your son/daughter being in close

contact with someone who has tested positive.

School Transport

Stagecoach have advised that they are reducing their service to Park School. As of Monday they will only be

running the 815 from Bideford to Park School. The 821 will not be running. Please contact Stagecoach for

more information.

Free School Meals

During this lockdown period we will again ensure students who are entitled to free school meals and who are

not attending school, will be provided for as needed. Hampers have been provided this first week as

requested.

We are pleased to hear that the government is relaunching its Free School Meals voucher scheme as this will

enable us to provide supermarket vouchers electronically. However, it is not yet known when this system will

be up and running so in the meantime, we plan to offer the choice of a weekly food hamper for you to collect

from school or a £15 supermarket voucher per child. Please remember we will need 24 hours notice to

prepare a food hamper.

Next week, eligible families will be contacted to express their preference for the week commencing 11

January.

Please note, the method of delivery of this entitlement may be subject to change at any time. We will

endeavour to keep you updated accordingly.

If your financial circumstances have changed recently and you feel you may be entitled to free school meals,

please visit Devon Citizens Portal to check your eligibility.

Yours faithfully

Gareth Roscoe

Headteacher

https://one.secure.scomis.org/redirect/



